
 
Unicorn Cupcakes 

Answer Key 

1. What flavor cupcakes did we make? 

C – Chocolate 

 Remember you can make any kind of cupcake you want! Use your 

favorite flavor to make these adorable cupcakes! 

2. What are our unicorn horns made from? 

D – Fondant 

 Fondant is a French word which means “fonder” which means “to 

melt” 

3. When you are rolling your fondant like a snake you want your ends to be a 

little pointy. 

A - True 

 You want the ends pointy because this is the point of your unicorn 

horn!!!  

4. What size do you want your fondant to be to make your unicorn horn? 

D – Size of a nickel  

 You don’t want your horn to be super thick, the more fondant you 

use the thicker and bigger your horn will be.    

5. The Wilton Glitter spray is… 

B - Edible 

 How cool is that? You can spray glitter on food and then eat it!!!! 

 

 

 



 
6. You divide your frosting into how many bowls? 

C - 3 

 You can use as many colors as you would like. If you only want to use 

two colors, only have 2 bowls, if you want 5 colors, have 5 bowls! 

7. You use your piping tip to measure where you need to cut your piping bag. 

A - True 

 This little trick helps so that you can get the perfect seal around your 

piping tip from the piping bag! 

8. You draw two rainbow shapes on a marshmallow for the eyes. 

A – True 

 Remember you can be creative! Know how to draw different eyes? 

Go for it! 

9. What direction do you cut your mini marshmallows to make the ears? 

C – Diagonal  

 Marshmallows cut diagonally look so much like ears this is the 

perfect thing to use for our unicorns! Plus, they are yummy! 

10.  You use melted chocolate as… 

B – Glue 

 Yes! Melted chocolate is a great way to stick items onto your creative 

cupcakes!  


